Introduction
============

Mucin 1 (MUC1, also designated CD227, EMA, H23AG, MAM6, PEM, PEMT or PUM) is a large type I glycoprotein. Classically defined by the presence of an extensive variable number tandem repeat (VNTR), MUC1 moieties vary in size. Modifications, such as phosphorylation or glycosylation, are frequent on both the core protein and on the VNTR ([@b26-bmi-03-303]). Indeed it is proposed that each repeat may have 5 glycosyl side chains added ([@b26-bmi-03-303]). MUC1 is both a transmembrane and a secreted protein and it's expression is restricted to the apical surface of glandular epithelium ([@b2-bmi-03-303]). MUC1 has roles in adhesion, protection from mechanical stress and bacterial infection, hydration and mucus production, immuno-supression and cellular signaling ([@b23-bmi-03-303]). Altered expression levels and localization, as well as delayed tumor formation being observed in knockout mice ([@b4-bmi-03-303]), implicate MUC1 in cancers such as prostate cancer.

Processing of MUC1 proteins can result in both secreted and membrane-tethered variants, as demonstrated in [Figure 1](#f1-bmi-03-303){ref-type="fig"}. The manner by which MUC1 undergoes cleavage has recently been described ([@b19-bmi-03-303]; [@b28-bmi-03-303]; [@b23-bmi-03-303]), in which an enterokinase and agrin domain found in sea urchin sperm protein (SEA domain) generates the two polypeptides, MUC1-N and MUC1-C ([@b23-bmi-03-303]). The extra cellular fragment (MUC1-N) remains at the cell membrane by forming hetero-dimers with the transmembrane fragment (MUC1-C) ([@b28-bmi-03-303]). The functions of MUC1 are likely to depend upon the length and modifications of MUC1-N, as well as the localization and binding partners of MUC1-C.

There are as many as 9 different MUC1 variants (according to the SwissProt database, see [Figure 2](#f2-bmi-03-303){ref-type="fig"} for schematic presentation of variants), with varying degrees of post-translational modifications (PTMs). Functional differences or tissue-specific distribution of the variants have not been conclusively proven. The general format for identifying these proteins is MUC1/isoform name or number, for example MUC1/1 denotes MUC1 isoform 1. Variants may result from alternative splicing or genetic variations. The two best characterized variants, MUC1/1 or B (3506A) and MUC1/2 or A (3506G), are determined by a single nucleotide polymorphism (SNP) (rs4072037 (2005)) ([@b26-bmi-03-303]) of MUC1 (chromosome 1q21). The variant allele (i.e. the least common) causes formation of a novel splice acceptor site ([@b22-bmi-03-303]) introducing an extra stretch of nucleotides between exons 1 and 2 of the mRNA, thus gives rise to MUC1/1 which encodes 9 amino acids not present in MUC1/2 ([@b22-bmi-03-303]). This SNP (G3506A, GeneBank Accession number NT\_ 079484.1) is also associated, by linkage disequilibrium, with the length of the VNTR ([@b4-bmi-03-303]). Differential expression of MUC1 variants, including MUC1/1 and MUC1/2, has been noted previously in ovarian ([@b26-bmi-03-303]) and breast ([@b31-bmi-03-303]) cancers.

The potential role of MUC1 in prostate cancer has been studied extensively. However, development of MUC1 as a biomarker for presence or progression of prostate cancer has been hindered by conflicting reports. This report provides experimental evidence of a reduced G allele frequency in hereditary prostate cancer as well as loss of heterozygocity (LOH) of MUC1 in prostate tumor DNA compared to matched blood DNA. In addition, *in silico* comparison of protein sequences and motifs and thus analysis of possible isoform differences is summarized.

Materials and Methods
=====================

DNA samples
-----------

Samples were collected for a previous study and genomic DNA extracted from blood as previously described ([@b20-bmi-03-303]). 199 blood DNA samples were analyzed, including 46 from sporadic and 51 from hereditary prostate cancer patients, 35 from benign prostatic hyperplasia (BPH) patients and 67 from healthy young men (population sample). Of the 46 sporadic prostate cancer patients, 22 also had DNA samples extracted from prostate cancer tissues, forming 22 pairs of matched normal and tumor DNA samples. The baseline characteristics of all subjects are described in [Table 1](#t1-bmi-03-303){ref-type="table"}. The population samples were collected anonymously from healthy young men (age about 20 years) entering military service in the north of Sweden. Hereditary prostate cancer samples were collected from the same region, while BPH and sporadic prostate cancer samples were collected from, and thus are representative of, the greater Stockholm region. All samples were from Swedish subjects. The Swedish population is rather homogeneous, with approximately 85% being Caucasian. BPH patients were selected at random, but sporadic prostate cancer patients were selected due to large tumor size. All samples had matching slides, which were reviewed and diagnosis confirmed by a single pathologist at each centre. BPH samples represent a specific subset of the population which is very unlikely to subsequently develop prostate cancer, given the average age of 79 years. All BPH patients had histopathological examination of transurethral resection specimen to exclude possible incidental prostate cancer, in addition to measurement of serum prostate specific antigen (all within the normal range) and other clinical examinations (including ultrasound and digital rectal examination) without signs of prostate cancer. Hereditary prostate cancer is here defined as a patient having at least 2 first degree relatives with clinically and pathologically confirmed prostate cancer ([@b34-bmi-03-303]). Ethical permission from Karolinska Institutet and Umeå University has been granted.

MUC1 SNP genotyping
-------------------

Based on the human MUC1 genomic sequence (GeneBank accession number: NT_079484.1), we designed 2 primer pairs to carry out a nested PCR according to a standard PCR protocol using a Platinum Taq DNA polymerase (Invitrogen). Thermocycling parameters were set as follows: initial denaturing at 94 °C for 2 min; 30 cycles each of which at 94 °C for 30 sec, 53 °C for 45 sec, 74 °C for 45 sec; and a final extension at 74 °C for 5 min. The size of PCR product was confirmed by agarose gel electrophoresis, before being purified using a Qiaquick PCR purification kit (Qiagen) and quantified by photo spectrometry. A sequencing reaction was carried out using a sequencing primer on the reverse strand with a Beckman Coulter DTCS quick start kit in accordance with manufacturer's instructions. Primer sequences are available upon request. Beckman Coulter's CEQ™ 8000 Genetic Analysis System was used for sequence analysis. Quality control of sample processing was achieved by a single researcher performing all reactions, with a single protocol and kit. A random selection of samples was repeated to confirm results and accuracy. No clinical data was available to the researcher prior to genotype calling of these samples, thus preventing any bias. Sequence chromatograms were very clear ([Fig. 2](#f2-bmi-03-303){ref-type="fig"}) and genotype calling was carried out by two independent researchers to confirm analysis.

Statistical analysis
--------------------

To determine whether specific alleles were associated with BPH or prostate cancer, comparisons were drawn on allele frequencies between sample sets using the Chi2 test, with the null hypothesis assuming that there is no significant difference between allele frequencies of each sample set.

LOH analysis
------------

Using the Beckman Coulter's CEQ™ 8000 Genetic Analysis System, LOH analysis was carried out on sporadic prostate cancer samples by comparing the genotype of rs4072037 in blood DNA with tumor DNA from the same patient. Parameters for this analysis were set as follows: Percentage over peak spacing 70%; height ratio 30%; sensitivity 25%.

In silico protein sequence analysis
-----------------------------------

MUC1 protein sequences (NCBI P15941, P15941-2, P15941-3, P15941-4, P15941-5, P15941-6, P15941-7, P15941-8 and P15941-9) were identified from the SwissProt database ([@b6-bmi-03-303]), and (330608, 338983, 343482, 342814, 339690, 357374, 357375, 357377, 357378, 357580, 357381, 357383, all prefixed with ESNP00000) the Human Protein Atlas ([@b37-bmi-03-303]), and compared using cluster software T-coffee version 1 ([@b25-bmi-03-303]) and Blast 2 (via NCBI website). Conserved motif sequences previously reported in literature ([@b28-bmi-03-303]; [@b15-bmi-03-303]) were manually identified in the protein sequences. Potential protein motifs were identified using SMART ([@b30-bmi-03-303]) and MyHits motif scan platform ([@b10-bmi-03-303]). The presence of signal peptides was assessed using the SignalP 3.0 platform ([@b5-bmi-03-303]). PPSearch, via the EBI website, was used to detect potential protein motifs. The isoelectric point and molecular mass of the MUC1 protein variants were predicted using the Compute pI/Mw ([@b11-bmi-03-303]) program.

Results
=======

Experimental data
-----------------

### Disease association

MUC1 exon 2 (3506G/A) genotype frequencies in blood DNA samples only demonstrated significant differences ([Table 2](#t2-bmi-03-303){ref-type="table"}) when BPH and hereditary prostate cancer samples were compared. In contrast, allele frequencies were significantly different when hereditary prostate cancer (15% G allele) samples where compared to the population (27% G allele), BPH (40% G allele) or sporadic prostate cancer samples (27% G allele). Hereditary prostate cancer samples may be enriched for certain genetic variations, due to inclusion of multiple members of some families. When only one member of each hereditary prostate cancer family was included, significance still remained when compared to BPH samples, for both genotype and allele frequencies. That the significance was lost in some comparisons (hereditary prostate cancer vs. population and sporadic prostate cancer) may be due to the small number of G alleles present (n = 9).

### Comparison between blood and tumor samples

8 of 22 pairs of normal and tumor DNA samples were G/A heterozygous in blood DNA samples. Of these 8 heterozygous patients, LOH could be clearly identified in 3 of the tumor DNA samples, with the G allele consistently being lost ([Figure 3](#f3-bmi-03-303){ref-type="fig"}). Most DNA samples with matching tumour samples were of high Gleason grade, but this did not appear to differ much between genotypes (average for CC 8.5, TC 7, TT 7.9). There appeared to be no correlation between LOH and grade of tumour or age.

Bioinformatics analysis of protein sequences
--------------------------------------------

### Variants

[Table 3](#t3-bmi-03-303){ref-type="table"} provides a summary of differences between the MUC1 variants, including both described and bioinformatically predicted variants. There is a large degree of overlap between the different MUC1 variants and motifs, as shown schematically for the SwissProt variants (set a) in [Figure 2](#f2-bmi-03-303){ref-type="fig"}. Another database, the Human Protein Atlas (HPA), lists 12 variants (set b). 4 of the SwissProt variants (6, 7, 8 and 9) share 99% homology with 4 of those listed by the HPA (19, 12, 3 and 17 respectively). Interestingly, with all 4 of these pairs, the one amino acid difference is the 4th from last amino acid, which in set a is alanine, but in set b is theonine. In addition, of the 12 variants in set b, only 2 contain a VNTR (2 and 16), and Blast2 analysis demonstrates 100% homology between these two variants.

Most variants share a similar primary structure, consisting of a signal peptide, an extra cellular domain, a transmembrane domain and a cytosolic domain. The N-terminal domains vary in length, however sequence alignment indicates that a stretch of 51 amino acids of the N terminal is common to all variants ([Fig. 4a](#f4-bmi-03-303){ref-type="fig"}). MUC1/4 (set a) lacks a further 10 amino acids which are present in all other variants. Only variants 9 (set a), 11 and 17 (set b) lack a transmembrane domain. MUC1-C is also well conserved ([Fig. 4b](#f4-bmi-03-303){ref-type="fig"}), with a stretch of 74 amino acids present in all but variants 5 (both sets). An adjacent stretch of 30 amino acids is common to all except variants 9 (set a), 11 and 17 (set b). The isoform sequences then become more divergent. Of note, both variants 5 (both sets) appear to be distinct from the other variants; they contain the N terminal consensus sequence, but at the C terminal share a stretch of only 23 amino acids, which contain no predicted domains. MUC1/5, 9 (set a) and 17 (set b) have two regions of 100% homology; the N terminal domain 54 residues, including the signal peptide and a stretch of 42 amino acids in the C terminal region.

### Signal peptides

Protein sequences from both SwissProt (set a) and the HPA (set b) were analyzed. Signal peptides were predicted for the primary sequences of all variants in both sets ([@b5-bmi-03-303]) and are present in the N terminal sequence ([Fig. 4b](#f4-bmi-03-303){ref-type="fig"}). The signal peptide sequence reported previously ([@b4-bmi-03-303]) is distorted in some variants, with 2 (set a), 11, 14 and 15 (set b) having a stretch of 9 amino acids inserted into the signal peptide (as a result of the SNP in exon 2 analyzed here) where as variants 3 and 4 (set a) are lacking 1 threonine and 2 valine residues. All other variants have the complete signal peptide.

### Secreted vs membrane tethered variants

A SEA domain was predicted for most variants ([@b10-bmi-03-303]), with the exception of 5, 7, 11, 15 and 19 (set b). However, searching the primary amino acid sequence of MUC1-C ([Fig. 4b](#f4-bmi-03-303){ref-type="fig"}) of each isoform for the SEA autocatalytic cleavage motif ([@b28-bmi-03-303]) indicates that while most predictions are correct, MUC1/5, 9 (set a) and 17 (set b) do not have the consensus sequence. MUC1/19 (set b) has part of the consensus sequence, but as the first 2 residues of the motif are altered, it may not be functional ([@b28-bmi-03-303]).

### Interactions

The motif conferring interaction with β catenin ([@b21-bmi-03-303]) is present in the cytoplasmic domain ([Fig. 4a](#f4-bmi-03-303){ref-type="fig"}), and is present in all but MUC1/5 (both sets). Variant 5 (both sets) are the only variants lacking the domain required for interaction with ERα ([@b39-bmi-03-303]).

### Phosphorylation

Part of the cytoplasmic domain is common to all "membrane-tethered" variants (i.e. those containing a transmembrane domain), and there is further homology between some variants. The potential for cytoplasmic domain phosphorylation (as determined by manually checking the primary sequence for known motifs) by GSK3β, Abl and Src does not appear to vary between the variants, as demonstrated by [Figure 4b](#f4-bmi-03-303){ref-type="fig"}, with only variants 5 (both sets) lacking these sites. Predicted phosphorylation by PKC and CK2 however demonstrates differences between the variants ([Table 3](#t3-bmi-03-303){ref-type="table"}). Of note, there are phosphorylation sites unique to variants 4 (set a) and 7 (set b).

### Post-translational modifications

Interest in post translational modifications has mainly been focused on addition of glycosyl side chains, however many other modifications are likely. MUC1 variants 1--4 (set a), 2 and 6 (set b) are predicted to contain a proline-rich domain of 852 residues and 6 amino acids downstream, a serine-rich domain of 97 residues ([@b10-bmi-03-303]). This region encompasses the VNTR. The lengths of the VNTRs of MUC1/3 and 4 (set a) have not been reported. Given the number of modifications possible in the VNTR the length of this region is likely to be very important for function. MUC1/5 (set a) also contains these two domains, but with the order inverted, and while the proline-rich domain is the same length, the serine-rich domain is only 47 amino acids long.

A potential motif for palmitylation ([@b15-bmi-03-303]) is found in the cytoplasmic region ([Fig. 4b](#f4-bmi-03-303){ref-type="fig"} and [Table 3](#t3-bmi-03-303){ref-type="table"}), thus is predicted for all variants except MUC1/5 (both sets).

Glycosylation of MUC1 variants is dependent on the glycosyl transferases in the cell, however primary sequence analysis does indicate potential sites for attachment. Most side chains are added to the VNTR. Each repeat of the VNTR has the potential for 5 glycosyl modifications. Variants 6--9 (set a) and most of set b variants do not contain the repeats characteristic of mucins, thus are unlikely to be modified to the same extent. A variety of modification sites are predicted for all variants of MUC1 ([Table 3](#t3-bmi-03-303){ref-type="table"}). Potential myristylation sites indicate another modification, which all membrane-tethered variants share ([Table 3](#t3-bmi-03-303){ref-type="table"}). Of note, variants 15 and 7 (set b) have unique modifications sites, for glycosylation and myristylation respectively. Patterns of possible sialylation modifications may have similarities with those seen in glycosylation, in that the VNTR is the primary site for such additions.

Discussion
==========

The results presented here demonstrate, for the first time, a significantly reduced frequency in blood DNA of the MUC1 3506G allele in hereditary prostate cancer compared to population, BPH and sporadic prostate cancer samples. The same 3506G allele is subject to LOH in prostate cancer samples compared to matched blood samples. Differential expression of MUC1 variants 1 and 2 is thus implicated in prostate cancer. Loss of the G allele leads to a switch in expression from both MUC1/1 and MUC1/2 to exclusively MUC1/2, thus a protein with an intact signal sequence and shorter VNTR. A shorter VNTR may lead to a decreased protective function of this Mucin on the normal prostatic epithelial cell. Moreover, as motifs for PTMs are mainly present in the VNTR, the length of VNTR may theoretically have a multitude of effects on protein function. Due to the limited size of the sample set, independent validation is required. However, this finding is important as proof of principle, given that many association studies focus on blood DNA rather than on the tumor DNA.

Diagnostic and prognostic use of differentially expressed MUC1 variants has been reported for ovarian and breast cancers ([@b26-bmi-03-303]; [@b31-bmi-03-303]). As yet, this has not been addressed in prostate cancer. Our genotyping of matched tumor and blood samples indicates that isoform differences are likely equally important in prostate cancer. For example, the SNP *per se* may not be critical for function, as it does not alter the encoded amino acid. The functional difference is likely to stem from the associated VNTR lengths and potentially from the altered signal peptide sequence caused by the effect of the SNP on splicing. The significant reduction in frequency of the G allele of MUC1 in hereditary prostate cancer compared to the general population, BPH and sporadic prostate cancer, and the trend of reduction of the G allele in sporadic prostate cancer compared to the general population and BPH is intriguing and worth further investigation. The influence of different environmental exposures acting upon the hereditary prostate cancer and general populations compared to the sporadic prostate cancer and BPH subjects can not be ruled out.

MUC1 is a complex gene from which a number of variants can potentially be spliced with further complex PTMs. This makes it difficult to pinpoint the functional significance of the allelic variation of the SNP presented here (rs4072037). Therefore we have analysed *in silico* predictions of MUC1 variants. The potential for differences between the variants has not previously been assessed. Most of the variants are *in silico* translations of predicted mRNA splicing/open reading frames. Only variant 7 (set a) is reported to be specific to cancer ([@b26-bmi-03-303]), while some are reportedly differentially regulated between normal and malignant tissue. The domains and sites for PTMs predicted are theoretical, thus biological evidence of their importance for the function of these variants is still required. However, this analysis provides insight into differences between the variants which may be functionally relevant.

A signaling role for MUC1 has been proposed. MUC1-C has been shown to colocalize with both ERα and P53 ([@b38-bmi-03-303]; [@b39-bmi-03-303]), and influences stability or transcriptional activity of its binding partner. Sub-cellular localization of the protein is likely to determine interactions of this manner.

The implications of the differences in MUC1 signal peptides are unknown. Inserting or losing amino acids may render the sequence inactive, or may enhance its function. It would be interesting to elucidate whether there are differences in processing efficiency or sub-cellular localization as a result of the variations in this region. Variants lacking the transmembrane domain will not, unlike the classical mucin, be inserted into the membrane, however whether they are secreted, degraded or remain in the cytosol where it might be more readily available for signaling, is not yet known. Variants which lack the TM domain yet contain a complete signal peptide (variants 9 (set a), 11 and 17 (set b)) may be secreted rather than incorporated into the cell membrane. This possibility is intriguing as the only isoform confirmed to be secreted (variant 5 (set a)) contains a VNTR. The absence of the VNTR from variants is likely to influence their steric barrier function the most, and may influence ligand-receptor-like interactions between MUC1-N and MUC1-C fragments and potentially signaling mechanisms. Due to the SEA domain, most variants are potentially able to give rise to a soluble extra-cellular domain. As MUC1/5 (set a) is a secreted isoform the lack of the SEA domain is unsurprising, and may suggest that isoform 9 (set a) may also be secreted. Variants which give rise to extra cellular fragments or are secreted may function as ligands for the membrane tethered potential receptors.

Differences in phosphorylation status of the cytoplasmic domain may determine signaling pathways utilized by the different variants. In particular the presence of PKC phosphorylation sites unique to variants 6 (set a), 7 and 19 (set b) are of interest, in light of an association between PKC phosphorylation and anchorage independent growth ([@b35-bmi-03-303]). Likewise, a CK2 phosphorylation site unique to variants 4 (set a) and 7 (set b) could alter signaling. Thus, the variants may differ in their oncogenic potentials. Further research into the mechanisms and specificity of modifications and their association with progression is awaited with interest.

Most studies of MUC1 focus on the roles which occur by virtue of their VNTR domains, such as adhesion, mucus production and barrier function. Given the importance of the VNTR domain, it is interesting that the variants lacking this domain also contain the SEA site, implying that they too may give rise to soluble extra cellular fragments. These variants would give rise to very short extra cellular fragments as well as transmembrane fragments. How the two fragments transduce signals between the exterior and interior cellular environment is not clear. For example, ligand-receptor-like interactions between secreted and transmembrane MUC1 variants which result in phosphorylation of the MUC1/6 tail have been reported ([@b3-bmi-03-303]; [@b26-bmi-03-303]). This poses the questions: is it only the variants which lack a VNTR which are able to act as receptors, or do the trans-membrane fragments of all variants have this function? Similarly, do all extra cellular fragments or variants have potential as ligands? The differences in the variants ability to form either ligands or receptors and specificity of potential interactions add another level of complexity to functions of MUC1. It is feasible that the relative abundance at the cell surface of the different variants and competition between variants may determine the resulting signals.

That both under and over expression of MUC1 is associated with prostate cancer death ([@b1-bmi-03-303]) suggests that the level of VNTR-containing MUC1 variants is regulated in normal cells to maintain a precise level. However, the possibility that variations in expression of non-VNTR-containing variants may determine tumorigenic potential can not be excluded. Regulation of glycosylation and other modifications is a dynamic process ([@b14-bmi-03-303]) and may determine the adhesive properties of the molecule and thus it's ability to interact with other cell types. In addition, a heavily glycosylated VNTR would provide a mesh which may store growth factors and minimize immune or pathogen interactions with the cell membrane. The study reporting an association between glycosylation and angiogenesis but not PSA level or Gleason grade ([@b29-bmi-03-303]) suggests that MUC1 can indirectly (in this case via neovascularization) influence tumor growth. Further, it was previously reported that sialyated MUC1 interrupts cell-cell adhesion, but removal of sialyation restored adhesion ([@b40-bmi-03-303]), thus the modifications are functionally relevant.

[Table 4](#t4-bmi-03-303){ref-type="table"} summarizes the variants likely to have been detected by the different antibodies in the immunohistochemistry studies reported to date of MUC1 expression in prostate cancer. The conclusions of these studies are thus limited to the variants detected by each antibody. Results of these studies have been inconclusive or contradictory and only one addressed the problem of multiple variants, if only briefly. Furthermore, contradictory results in prostate cancer cell lines have also been observed when PC3, DU145 and LNCAP (or a sub culture, LNCaP LN3) were analyzed, with either differential or no expression observed ([@b27-bmi-03-303]), compared to high levels of over expression in all cell lines ([@b8-bmi-03-303]). The specific epitopes recognized by some antibodies used are unclear and may be part of the reason for the disparity in the results between studies. Antibodies which discriminate between the variants are required for reliable assay of protein expression. Another reason for contradictions may be the presence of functionally different variants, so that measurement of total MUC1 expression may not be conclusive.

Most studies have assessed expression of MUC1 by targeting antibodies to the VNTR, thus fail to detect expression of 4 of 9 MUC1 set a (and all of set b) variants. Indeed, the modifications added to the VNTR are highly variable and dynamic, thus a negative result when using an antibody which recognizes this region may be misleading, as variations in modification patterns (such as glycosylation) are likely to alter binding specificity. In addition, the VNTR can be extensive, so the question remains as to whether dense staining of a tissue sample reflects antibody molecules binding to multiple distinct MUC1 molecules, or many antibody molecules binding to the VNTR of a single MUC1 peptide.

We believe that the value of assessing variations in isoform expression has, so far, been under appreciated and methods to date lack standardization which would allow for meta-analyses of results. Predictions of differences between the MUC1 variants suggest distinct functions, of as yet unknown importance. The actual expression of *in silico* predicted variants needs to be confirmed and their biological functions determined experimentally. Further research into the mechanisms and specificity of PTMs and their association with progression is awaited with interest. Improvement in methods for determining isoform expression patterns and functions could thus yield valuable information. The finding described in this report of a prostate cancer-associated functionally relevant variation supports the notion that the MUC1 gene may be a useful marker for prostate and other cancers.
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![A schematic representation of MUC1 processing, adapted from ([@b14-bmi-03-303]; [@b9-bmi-03-303]; [@b19-bmi-03-303]). 1) Transcription of MUC1 gene. 2) Translation of immature MUC1 protein. 3) Maturation of the initial MUC1 protein. 4) Trafficking of mature MUC1 into the ER. 5) Primary cleavage and dimerization. White fragments correspond to MUC1-N while black fragments correspond to MUC1-C. 6) Transport to golgi for post translational modifications i.e. glycosylation. 7) Trafficking to cell surface. 8) Recycling to golgi via clatherin-mediated endocytosis. 9) Post translational modifications i.e. sialylation. 10) Secondary cleavage releasing extra cellular component into intercellular space. 11) Signaling. 12) Endocytosis and recycling or degradation.](BMI-03-303-g001){#f1-bmi-03-303}

![Schematic diagram of the 9 set a MUC1 variants. Solid black, transmembrane domain; pale grey, juxta-membrane extra cellular region; white, cytoplasmic region; dark grey, N terminal domain; solid line, VNTR; flash, SEA cleavage motif; arrow, SNP rs4072037; gradient grey, unique sequences; triangles (all), phosphorylation sites; cross, β catenin binding site; dotted area 9 amino acids unique to MUC1/2; X, signal peptide; arrow, exon 2 SNP.](BMI-03-303-g002){#f2-bmi-03-303}

![Chromatograms of blood (D2N) and tumor (D2T) samples from a prostate cancer patient. The MUC1 SNP site and its LOH in the tumor are indicated by an arrow at the corresponding base. Y indicates presence of both C and T alleles. Note that this is the reverse strand of DNA thus C and T correspond to G and A (respectively) on the forward strand.](BMI-03-303-g003){#f3-bmi-03-303}

![**Figure 4a** Conservation of MUC1 N terminal (MUC1-N) sequence. The sequence common to all variants is underlined. The signal peptide is the first 21 residues, inside of which the novel 9 aa \[square brackets\] are inserted as a result of the SNP (G or variant allele) in exon 2. The amino acids lacking from MUC1/3 and 4 (set a) are highlighted. A stretch of a further 10aa is present in all variants except MUC1/4 (shown in ***bold italics***). Continuation of the amino acid sequence is denoted by....\
**Figure 4b** Partial protein sequence of MUC1 C terminal (MUC1-C), indicating predicted motifs. The binding site for β catenin is shown in **bold**, the SEA cleavage auto-catalytic domain is highlighted, with/indicating the residues between which cleavage occurs. Phosphorylation sites are indicated by larger font and arrows, with those targeted by GSK3β denoted A, Src denoted B and c-Abl denoted C. The sequence for palmitylation is shown in ***bold italics***. The sequence common to all membrane-tethered variants (thus excluding isoform 5) is [underlined]{.ul}. The ERα interaction domain is enclosed in \[square brackets\]. Continuation of the amino acid sequence is denoted by....](BMI-03-303-g004){#f4-bmi-03-303}

###### 

Clinical characteristics of sample sets.

                             Population   BPH   SPC   HPC
  ------------- ------------ ------------ ----- ----- -----
  n                          67           35    46    51
  Age (years)   Mean age     20           79    69    67
                sd                        3.8   8.4   8.4
  Stage         Localized                       28    27
                Advanced                        30    15
                Metastatic                      6     0
                \(n\)                           46    42
  Grade         Grade 1                         9     14
                Grade 2                         14    0
                Grade 3                         22    31
                \(n\)                           45    45

BPH benign prostatic hyperplasia SPC sporadic prostate cancer; HPC hereditary prostate cancer; Localized Stage T1-2 Advanced T3-4, Metastatic TxN1Mx or TxNxM1; grading as per WHO, where 1 well differentiated (approximately Gleason grade 2--6), 2 medium differentiation (approximately Gleason grade 7), 3 poorly differentiated (approximately Gleason grade 8--10).

###### 

MUC1 SNP (rs4027037) allele frequencies in BPH, sporadic and hereditary prostate cancer and population sample sets.

            Genotype   Total   Chi2 vs population   Chi2 vs BPH   Chi2 vs SPC   Allele      Total   Chi2 vs population   Chi2 vs BPH   Chi2 vs SPC                                        
  --------- ---------- ------- -------------------- ------------- ------------- ----------- ------- -------------------- ------------- ------------- ---- ----- ----------- ------------- -----------
  Control   9          18      40                   67                                              36                   27            98            73   161                             
  BPH       6          15      13                   34            0.116                             27                   40            41            60   108   0.063                     
  SPC       4          18      26                   48            0.406         0.260               26                   27            70            73   123   0.975       0.089         
  HPC       3          10      40                   53            0.157         **0.002**   0.076   16                   15            90            85   121   **0.028**   \<**0.001**   **0.036**
  HPC\*     2          5       22                   29            0.308         **0.011**   0.142   9                    16            49            84   74    0.088       **0.003**     0.097

BPH benign prostatic hyperplasia; SPC sporadic prostate cancer; HPC hereditary prostate cancer; HPC\*, only one member of each family included; Significant values (p \< 0.05) highlighted in **bold**.

###### 

Predicted functions, characteristics and sites of post translational modifications of MUC1 variants.

![](BMI-03-303-g005)

Where splice variants are from a SwissProt, b Human Protein Atlas. TM transmembrane domain, VNTR variable number tandem repeat, Mw molecular weight, pI isoelectric point, PKC protein kinase C, CK2 casein kinase 2, Pa palmitylation, \> extra amino acids (compared to MUC1/1), \< loss of amino acids, ¤ potential to act as a receptor or ligand, \* most likely in the VNTR.

###### 

Summary of MUC1 antibodies used in studies of prostate cancer (PubMed search terms "MUC1, expression, prostate, cancer").

  Antibodies   Isoforms                                               Epitope        Clonality   References
  ------------ ------------------------------------------------------ -------------- ----------- -----------------------------------------------------------
  139H2        N/A                                                    N/A            mab         ([@b13-bmi-03-303])
  214D4        1,2,3,4,5                                              VNTR           mab         ([@b27-bmi-03-303])
  B27.29       1,2,3,4,5                                              VNTR/hyper     mab         ([@b16-bmi-03-303]; [@b32-bmi-03-303]; [@b7-bmi-03-303])
  BC2          1,2,3,4,5[\*](#tfn5-bmi-03-303){ref-type="table-fn"}   core/hypo      mab         ([@b7-bmi-03-303])
  BrE3         1,2,3,4,5[\*](#tfn5-bmi-03-303){ref-type="table-fn"}   core/hypo      N/A         ([@b7-bmi-03-303])
  C595         1,2,3,4,5                                              VNTR           mab         ([@b24-bmi-03-303]; [@b8-bmi-03-303])
  CT-1         1,2,3,4,6,7,8                                          cytoplasmic    N/A         ([@b27-bmi-03-303])
  DF3          1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9                                      N terminal     mab         ([@b13-bmi-03-303])
  EMA          1,2,3,4,5[\*](#tfn5-bmi-03-303){ref-type="table-fn"}   core/hypo      N/A         ([@b7-bmi-03-303])
  H23          1,2,3,4,5                                              VNTR           N/A         ([@b18-bmi-03-303])
  HMFG-1       1,2,3,4,5                                              VNTR/hyper     mab         ([@b24-bmi-03-303]; [@b32-bmi-03-303]; [@b7-bmi-03-303])
  HMFG2        1,2,3,4,5                                              VNTR           mab         ([@b24-bmi-03-303]; [@b41-bmi-03-303]; [@b33-bmi-03-303])
  M8           N/A                                                    N/A            N/A         ([@b18-bmi-03-303])
  MoAb         1,2,3,4,5[\#](#tfn6-bmi-03-303){ref-type="table-fn"}   glycosylated   mab         ([@b29-bmi-03-303])
  MY.1E12      1,2,3,4,5[\#](#tfn6-bmi-03-303){ref-type="table-fn"}   sialyated      mab         ([@b2-bmi-03-303])
  NCL core     1,2,3,4,5                                              core/hyper     N/A         ([@b7-bmi-03-303])
  sc7313       1,2,3,4,5                                              VNTR           mab         ([@b17-bmi-03-303]; [@b1-bmi-03-303])
  SM3          1,2,3,4,5                                              VNTR/hypo      mab         ([@b24-bmi-03-303]; [@b7-bmi-03-303])
  VU4H5        1,2,3,4,5                                              VNTR           mab         ([@b1-bmi-03-303])

Assuming core refers to the non-VNTR region of the extracellular domain.

Most side chains are added to the VNTR. mab monoclonal antibody, pab polyclonal antibody, hypo hypoglycosylated, hyper hyperglycosylated N/A not available.
